Computational Design of a Novel Medium-Carbon, Low-Alloy
Steel Microalloyed with Niobium
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Abstract:
The design of a new steel with specific properties is always challenging owing to the complex
interactions of many variables. In this work, this challenge is dealt with by combining metallurgical
principles with computational thermodynamics and kinetics to design a novel steel composition
suitable for thermomechanical processing and induction heat treatment to achieve a hardness level
in excess of 600 HV with the potential for good fracture toughness. CALPHAD-based packages for
the thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transformations and diffusion, namely Thermo-Calc® and
JMatPro®, have been combined with an interdendritic segregation tool (IDS) to optimize the contents
of chromium, molybdenum and niobium in a proposed medium-carbon low-manganese steel
composition. Important factors taken into account in the modelling and optimization were
hardenability and as-quenched hardness, grain refinement, and alloying cost. For further
investigations and verification, the designed composition, i.e. in wt.% 0.40C, 0.20Si, 0.25Mn, 0.90Cr,
0.50Mo, was cast with two nominal levels of Nb: 0 and 0.012 wt.%. The results showed that an
addition of Nb decreases the austenite grain size during casting and after slab reheating prior to hot
rolling. Validation experiments showed that the predicted properties i.e. hardness, hardenability and
level of segregation for the designed composition were realistic. It is also demonstrated that the
applied procedure could be useful in reducing the number of experiments required for developing
compositions for other new steels.
Keywords: Computational design, Wear resistance steel, CALPHAD, Thermo-Calc®, IDS, JMatPro,
Microsegregation, Homogenization, Prior austenite grain size
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1- Introduction
Steel has played and will continue to play a major role in the development of modern
societies [1–3]. Materials scientists continue to devote themselves to the development of
new steels in order to meet the ever-increasing demands for better performing steels [4–7].
The design of new steels with desired combinations of sometimes contradictory properties
is a challenging task as many variables and their complex interactions should be taken into
account. For example, in the case of steel pipeline for the transport of slurries and cement
in the mining and construction industries, pipe service life benefits from high resistance to
erosion (wear) and corrosion, combined with sufficient toughness. In many slurry transport
applications, the main failure mechanism determining the slurry equipment life is erosion
rather than corrosion [8–11] and it has been shown that longer service lives are obtained
with higher hardness on the working (inner) surface [12–15].
Also, for a given hardness and chemical composition, a tougher microstructure could have
a better resistance to erosion by brittle mechanisms as shown by O’Flynn et al.
[15].Toughness is also important with regard to the ability of the pipe to withstand loads
without fracture. More accurately, the slurry pipe will benefit from good fracture toughness,
i.e. resistance to cleavage fracture, and good tensile ductility, i.e. elongation to fracture in
tensile testing. Sufficient fracture toughness helps the pipe tolerate various internal defects
without brittle fracture under the external loads and impacts that arise during handling,
installation and maintenance [16]. In buried pipelines, tensile ductility and fracture toughness
help in the tolerance of differential soil movements as well.
Erosion resistant pipes can be cost-effectively produced using high-frequency (HF)
induction welding of skelp produced using thermomechanical controlled processing on a hot
strip mill [17]. By combining induction hardening and subsequent quenching of HF welded
pipe, it may be possible to produce a gradient of mechanical properties through the pipe
wall thickness. Suitable thermomechanical processing parameters may allow the attainment
of high hardness to deeper in the pipe wall, without a loss of toughness, thereby extending
the useful life of the pipe.
For erosion resistance, it has been shown that good performance can be achieved with
martensitic microstructures having a hardness of about 600 HB, corresponding to 630 HV
or 57 HRC [16]. Such a hardness level can be obtained in a pipe by using induction
hardening to a fully martensitic microstructure with a carbon content of about 0.40 wt.%
[18,19]. It has also long been known that high strength, i.e. high hardness, with high
toughness can be obtained by reducing grain size, and, in the case of low-carbon steels
containing up to about 0.2 % C, this is effectively and efficiently obtained through the use of
niobium microalloying combined with heat treatment or thermomechanical treatment [20,21].
However, there is very little experience in the use of Nb microalloying in steels containing
about 0.4 wt.% C.
The work described in this paper is the first step in a project aimed at exploring the
possibilities of combining thermomechanical processing and induction heat treatment to
improve the hardness – toughness combinations that can be obtained in a medium-carbon
steel for possible application in slurry pipes. We are concerned with the design of a steel
chemistry that would be suitable for the following production route: continuous casting, hot
strip rolling and coiling, slitting into skelp, cold forming and high-frequency induction welding
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into pipe followed by induction heat treatment to give a hard inner pipe surface combined
with a tough pipe body. The paper describes how commercially available software can be
combined with empirical metallurgical knowledge to design a steel composition with the
potential of being amenable to the above production process. The paper is based on the
assumption that hardness is the main factor governing the service life of a slurry pipe and
an aim hardness of 600 HB forms the basis of the approach. The potential use of the
composition in thermomechanical processing led to an extensive consideration of
microalloying with niobium.
The approach is based on the use of software that relates chemical composition to
hardness, hardenability and microsegregation. Combining these with considerations of the
cost of alloying led to an optimized chemical composition that was subsequently cast and
experimentally evaluated to verify the reliability of the calculations with respect to hardness
and hardenability. Factors detrimental to toughness arising at the solidification stage, i.e.
microsegregation and inclusion formation, are taken into account in the composition design,
but toughness properties as such are not covered in the paper as they depend on the
subsequent processing of the cast material. The actual toughness – hardness combinations
that can be obtained after thermomechanical and heat treatments will be the topic of future
publications as will the erosive wear properties.
While the background to this paper lies in the exploration of new ways to manufacture better
slurry pipe, the approach and metallurgical considerations described are generally valid for
the design of other medium-carbon steels requiring good combinations of strength,
hardness and toughness where Nb microalloying, thermomechanical rolling and induction
heat treatment provide a potential manufacturing route.

2- Computational Details
In this work, JMatPro® software was used for the prediction of Time-TemperatureTransformation (TTT) and Continuous Cooling Transformation (CCT) diagrams for austenite
decomposition as well as hardness and microstructure predictions. IDS software
(InterDendritic Segregation) and the Thermo-Calc® packages SCHEIL and DICTRA
combined with the TCFE9 thermodynamic database and the MOBFe2 mobility database
were used to predict the microsegregation that occurs during solidification. For this purpose,
it was assumed that the cooling rate through the solidification temperature range is 1 oC/s
and the secondary dendrite arm spacing 100 μm. DICTRA was also used for calculating the
degree of homogenization during slab reheating (more details in the section 3-6).
It has to be remarked that DICTRA is a finite element based program for simulation of
DIffusion-Controlled TRAnsformations like segregation. It assumes a local equilibrium at the
moving phase interface and uses comprehensive databases with full integration of
thermodynamics and kinetics data [22]. Also, both Thermo-Calc SCHEIL and the IDS®
software calculate interdendritic segregation during solidification. They assume a uniform
solute distribution and perfect mixing in the liquid phase, i.e. infinitely fast diffusion of all
alloying components in the liquid phase, which is usually realistic owing to the high atomic
mobility in the liquid [23]. The situation is different with regard to the assumptions regarding
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solid state diffusion where, in the case of the Thermo-Calc SCHEIL software, only the rapid
diffusion of the interstitial solutes C and N in the solid is taken into account and the
assumption is made that substitutional atom diffusion is negligible. However, this is a poor
assumption in the case of solidification involving ferrite in which diffusion is relatively fast
[24]. A more realistic approximation would be given by using Thermo-Calc DICTRA
software, but this is rather time-consuming. IDS®, on the other hand, takes into account
diffusion of all alloying elements in the solid phase in combination with the assumption of
local equilibrium at phase interfaces. Both Thermo-Calc and IDS assume that, during
solidification, a new phase begins to form as soon as it is thermodynamically possible [25].
In addition to interdendritic solidification, the IDS® software also predicts the phase
transformations occurring in the cast material from the melt down to room temperature [25].

3- Composition Design Methodology
A flow chart representing the methodology for the design of the alloy composition is given
in Fig. 1. The alloy design process started with the choice of the steel family based on
application as a pipeline material, and then choosing the amounts of carbon, silicon, and
manganese. Subsequently, a range of chromium and molybdenum contents was studied to
optimize their contents with respect to the balance of microstructure, hardness and alloying
cost. It should be remarked that chromium is a low-cost route to hardenability and it is also
beneficial for slurry transportation due to improved corrosion resistance [26]. Molybdenum
increases hardenability and it can increase the ultimate and yield strength as well [27].
Finally, computational thermodynamics combined with microsegregation calculations were
used to optimize the amount of niobium from the point of view of avoiding interdendritic
eutectic NbC formation and dissolving all niobium prior to hot rolling. Niobium microalloying
was considered desirable from the point of view of prior austenite grain refinement, both
during thermomechanical processing and induction heat treatment. Finer prior austenite
grains lead to finer martensitic and bainitic microstructures, i.e. improved Charpy V and
fracture toughness in the heat-treated pipe [28–30]. The considered rationale for each step
is described in the following sub-sections.

3-1-

Carbon content

Simply, to achieve a hardness of at least 600 HB in the fully martensitic state together with
reasonable toughness, a medium carbon content of 0.40 wt.% was chosen [31].
3-2-

Silicon content

Silicon can increase the carbon content in retained austenite by hindering the precipitation
of cementite, which can have beneficial effects on toughness: however, it has a strong
tendency to segregate to grain boundaries and reduce toughness [32,33]. It has been widely
reported that, in medium-carbon low-alloyed steel especially after tempering, a significant
increase in toughness can be obtained with Si contents below 0.30 wt.% [34,35]. Therefore,
a low amount of 0.20 wt.% Si was selected.
4

3-3-

Manganese content

In addition to achieving high hardness in the steel, it is desirable to achieve as high a
toughness as possible. It is envisaged that the inner surface of the pipe will be fully
martensitic with only modest toughness, but deeper into the pipe wall thickness the
microstructure will also contain bainite. The toughness of bainitic microstructures is sensitive
to the presence of microsegregation. As will be shown below, the solidification of 0.4 % C
low-alloy steels results in the formation of a high fraction of austenite from the liquid phase,
which increases the tendency for microsegregation to occur compared to the solidification
to ferrite characteristic of low-carbon steels. Microsegregation easily prevails in the final
product and thermal cycles that result in fully bainitic microstructures in homogeneous alloy
compositions can become banded mixtures of bainite and martensite in the presence of the
fluctuating alloy contents caused by microsegregation. It has been shown that this can halve
the impact toughness for a given level of strength or hardness in a high-manganese
medium-carbon steel [36].
Manganese is known to be particularly susceptible to microsegregation [37] and under
unfavourable casting conditions, microsegregation combined with interdendritic liquid flow
can lead to macrosegregation [38]. This is undesirable in high-frequency welded pipe as the
upsetting process involved bends the skelp centreline parallel to the weld fusion line, which
is detrimental to the toughness of the weld [17]. The benefits of low manganese in respect
of microsegregation will carry over into reduced macrosegregation and better weld
toughness properties as well.
Furthermore, manganese sulphide inclusions tend to elongate during hot rolling, which is
also detrimental to toughness, both in the bulk and particularly when aligned along the weld
fusion line. Modern steelmaking practices make it possible to achieve very low sulphur
contents and calcium treatment leads to the formation of complex hard spherical
oxysulphide inclusions that do not elongate during rolling [39]. However, disturbances in
steelmaking can nevertheless lead to the formation of MnS inclusions. With lower
manganese content MnS forms from the liquid closer to the solidification temperature
producing smaller particles [40]. Since the plasticity of MnS inclusions in the hot rolling
process increases directly with increasing Mn level [17], lowering the Mn content should
reduce the deformability of the inclusions, thereby reducing the final aspect ratio, too.
Considering all of the above factors a low level of 0.25 wt.% Mn has been chosen for the
current application.
3-4-

Chromium and molybdenum contents

In order to determine the optimal amount of Cr and Mo, ten simulations have been run using
JMatPro® software, with the Cr and Mo contents given in Fig. 2. For these calculations, the
grain size and austenitization temperature have been assumed to be ASTM 8 and 950 oC,
respectively. The selected range of Mo was varied from 0.30 to 0.90 wt. % (four levels) and
a range of 0 to 1 wt.% (three levels) was defined for Cr. For the reasons explained above,
the contents of the other alloying elements were fixed at 0.4 wt.% C, 0.25 wt.% Mn, 0.20
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wt.% Si. In addition, a Nb content of 0.012 wt.% was assumed, for the reasons described
below (section 3-5). The results of these calculations are presented in Table 1. It can be
seen that the hardenability parameters and hardness level vary with composition. As
observed, the highest hardness level was predicted for alloy No. 8, but it did not have a best
condition regarding the hardenability. Therefore, to determine the best combination of
chromium and molybdenum based on the alloy design criteria (hardness, hardenability and
cost), multiple linear regression analyses including interaction terms were made using the
results in Table 1. Some of the outcomes are summarized in Figs. 3-4.
Fig. 3 shows that according to JMatPro®, for the studied composition window, the highest
martensite hardness should be achievable with a high Cr content combined with a low
concentration of Mo; however, Mo could suppress the formation of polygonal ferrite and
pearlite and increase the hardenability at lower cooling rates [41]. Therefore, the best
combination of Cr and Mo was determined by following the procedure described in the next
paragraph.
In order to achieve martensite on the inner surface of the pipe during quenching, bainite
formation must be avoided. In this case, we have taken the critical cooling rate at the bainite
nose (CR(Bn)) as 45 °C/s. As far as alloying costs are concerned, this condition can be best
met with a high level of Cr and a low Mo content. (The alloying cost of each combination of
Cr and Mo is presented in the background contour plot of Fig. 4 based on the fact that, on a
mass basis, molybdenum is approximately 10 times more expensive than chromium).
However, as can be seen from Fig. 4, as the Mo content is lowered while keeping the
condition CR(Bn) = 45 °C/s, the tendency to form ferrite increases. Ferrite will be associated
with low hardness and strength deeper in the pipe wall and in order to reduce the steepness
of the hardness gradient in the thickness direction, it was decided to set the cooling rate for
the ferrite nose to 10 °C/s. Together, these conditions resulted in 0.90 wt.% Cr + 0.50 wt.%
Mo as giving the most desirable combination.
3-5-

Niobium content

Grain refinement strengthening is the most common way to simultaneously improve both
hardness and toughness [28–30]. The most popular way to achieve grain refinement in
steels is through microalloying. As mentioned above, Nb was chosen as a microalloying
element because of its strong grain refining ability during both austenitization heat treatment
and thermomechanical rolling [42–45]. However, it tends to partition to interdendritic regions
along with C which can result in the formation of large eutectic NbC particles [46,47].
Heikkinen and Packard [48] showed that for 0.06 - 0.24% C a small amount of Fe + NbC
eutectic is formed for all niobium contents in the range 0.02 - 0.17%, with the amount of NbC
eutectic increasing with increasing contents of niobium and carbon. It was also showed that
eutectic NbC remains undissolved during typical simulated slab reheating of 3 hrs at 1240
°C and that the eutectic particles become elongated inclusion stringers during hot rolling.
Undissolved eutectic NbC particles may well be detrimental to toughness of the pipe body
and especially the weld line as segregation and eutectic formation can be expected to be
greatest on the strip centerline. Matsui, Sato and Tanaka [49] showed that for 0.11 to 0.26%
C and 0.02 to 0.07% Nb, the sum (% C + 2.5x%Nb) must exceed a critical level for eutectic
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NbC to appear. The critical level was found to be dependent on the cooling rate through the
liquidus - solidus range, but independent of other alloying elements such as Si, Mn, Cr, Ni,
V, and Mo. In the studies of Heikkinen and Packard, and Matsui et al, the carbon content of
the steel was about 0.25 % at most. In the present case, the carbon content is considerably
higher at 0.40 %. This higher carbon content will exacerbate the formation of NbC eutectic
through two effects: 1) the higher carbon content per se and 2) the fact that higher carbon
means solidification to a higher fraction of austenite from the liquid, which increases the
partitioning of Nb and C into the interdendritic spaces. For this reason, careful consideration
had to be given to the choice of Nb content in the present case.
Fig. 5 shows the results of solidification simulation for the considered composition (0.40 C,
0.20 Si, 0.25 Mn, 0.90 Cr, 0.50 Mo, 0.016 Nb, %wt.) using Thermo-Calc® SCHEIL and IDS®
software [25]. As expected, the Scheil analysis (solid line) predicted a much greater
solidification range than the IDS® simulation (dashed line). The Scheil calculation indicted
the formation of eutectic NbC during solidification as Nb back diffusion is ignored, while
taking back diffusion into account with the IDS software no NbC eutectic formation is
predicted for the Nb content of 0.016 wt.%. The IDS model is based on more realistic
empirical assumptions and it was chosen for a deeper exploration of the effect of Nb content
as shown in Fig. 6. Microsegregation during solidification leads to a continuous increase in
the Nb content in the liquid phase up to the final solidification point, i.e. the non-equilibrium
solidus temperature. For 0.06 and 0.08 wt.% Nb, the concentration of Nb in the interdendritic
liquid passes the threshold for eutectic formation, i.e. the red line in the Fig. 6. Therefore, it
should be possible to consider Nb contents up to 0.04 wt.% without any eutectic NbC
formation. But, there are two other considerations to be taken into account regarding the
choice of Nb: one related to thermomechanical processing and the other induction heating
prior to hardening.
The amount of Nb should be suitable for thermomechanical processing, i.e. the formation of
fine grained deformed austenite with a high specific grain boundary area giving fine bainitic
microstructures after coiling. The chosen Nb content should also retard austenite grain
growth during the induction heating of the cold-formed pipe product prior to hardening. For
these purposes, the Nb should be taken into solution during slab reheating but remain
undissolved when austenitizing during induction heat treatment.
Regarding thermomechanical rolling, conventional structural steels microalloyed with Nb
contain for example 0.1 wt.% C and 0.04 wt.% Nb, which leads to supersaturation with
respect to the precipitation of NbC (or Nb(CN)) over the range of temperatures typically
encountered in thermomechanical rolling, say 1150 – 750 °C [50]. Another example is 0.04
wt.% C together with 0.09 wt.% Nb, which is used for example in the production of
thermomechanical rolling [51]. The solvus temperature for NbC in austenite for both these
cases will be approximately the same as it depends on the product [wt.% Nb] x [wt.% C].
Using the solubility formula of Ref. [52] and a typical Mn content of 1.5 wt.% gives the solvus
temperatures of the 1087 and 1073 °C respectively for the previous examples. Below the
solvus temperature, there is a driving force for precipitation of NbC and at sufficiently high
driving forces the precipitation is able to inhibit recrystallization during thermomechanical
rolling. Thus, it is necessary to consider the effect of Nb content and other alloying elements
on the Nb solvus temperature for the steel chemistry under consideration. IDS simulations
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of the microsegregation of Nb in the solid phase in the steel composition given in Table 2
during and after solidification for a cooling rate of 1 °C/s are presented in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 shows that the concentration of Nb solidifying as austenite increases as the
temperature drops and interdendritic segregation proceeds until the end of solidification and,
then, as the temperature decreases further, back diffusion leads to a reduction of the Nb
concentration in the austenite formed from the last liquid to solidify. As can be seen from the
figure, the calculated final interdendritic concentrations of Nb in solution in the austenite after
cooling to approximately 1200 °C are approximately 2.2 times greater than the mean bulk
Nb concentration, i.e. 0.026/0.012, 0.035/0.016, 0.044/0.020 and 0.089/0.04. Below 1200
°C there is no significant further homogenisation of the cast material. Ignoring the changes
in Nb concentration caused by slab reheating, as mentioned earlier, it is desirable to be able
to redissolve the Nb during reheating prior to hot rolling in order to be able to achieve the
precipitation of fine NbC in the austenite and prevent recrystallization throughout the matrix.
Therefore, a typical slab reheating temperature of say 1200 °C should be above the solvus
temperature even for the interdendritic positions. Fig. 8 shows the NbC solvus temperature
as a function of Nb for the predicted interdendritic composition of the chosen alloy (from
Table 2). It can be seen that an interdendritic concentration of 0.026 wt.% Nb (corresponding
to a bulk content of 0.012 wt.% Nb) could be taken into solution during reheating to 1200
°C. Therefore, a bulk level of 0.012 Nb was chosen as a suitable microalloying level for the
intended application. It should be noted that Ref [52] also predicts the solvus temperatures
similar to those predicted by Thermo-Calc. In the case of the chosen bulk content of 0.012
% Nb, Thermo-Calc predicts the solvus temperature to be 1109 °C, which is close to the
values quoted above for typical thermomechanically processed low-carbon steels (1087 and
1073 °C). This indicates that there will be a suitable driving force for NbC precipitation during
the thermomechanical processing of the chosen composition. Of course, the total amount
of Nb available to precipitate will be lower when the total is not more than 0.012 wt.%.
However, the effectiveness of Nb in retarding recrystallization will be increased by the
presence of 0.5 wt.% Mo [53]. Table 2 shows the complete bulk composition together with
the concentrations of the alloying elements at the last solidifying locations.
In the case of the austenitization of conventional quenched and tempered steels, NbC
precipitates are able to hinder austenite grain growth and thereby improve impact toughness
transition temperature as shown by Hulka et al [54]. Typical levels of C and Nb in quenched
and tempered structural steels are 0.14 and 0.025 wt.% respectively. Using Ref [52] together
with a typical Mn content of 1 wt.% gives a solvus temperature of 1085 °C. This is very
similar to the above cases quoted for thermomechanically processed steels. Typical
austenitizing temperatures prior to quenching, e.g. 900 °C, are well below the solvus
temperature such that most of the Nb is present as NbC precipitates. Again, this is evidence
supporting the choice of 0.012 wt.% Nb combined with 0.4 wt.% C for the present
application.

3-6-

Slab Reheating Simulation

Generally, slab reheating should lead to some homogenisation of the Nb content in addition
to the back diffusion occurring during solidification. DICTRA was employed to simulate the
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extent of homogenization that can be expected after various holding times at a slab
reheating temperature of 1200 °C. The homogenization was simulated using a
computational cell defined as the half-width of the secondary dendritic arm spacing [22,55].
Meanwhile, the composition profiles from the solidification process defined the initial
composition profiles for the homogenization simulations. The Nb concentration during
homogenization treatment for different holding times (0.1, 1, 2, 4, and 8 hours) at 1200 oC is
given in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the niobium concentration should be quite uniform after
4 to 8h holding at 1200 oC. Even 1h at 1200 °C should reduce the peak interdendritic
concentration of Nb from 0.026 to 0.021 wt.%, which means that, actually, higher
concentrations of Nb than the chosen 0.012 wt.% could be taken into solution during slab
reheating if the reheating schedule can be designed to consistently give a specified
minimum holding time of 1h at 1200 °C. However, if holding time at peak temperature during
slab reheating is subject to variations due to practical production and productivity
considerations, the choice of 0.012 wt.% will be safe from the point of view of the dissolution
of all Nb prior to rolling. As mentioned above, it will also avoid the formation of relatively
large eutectic particles. The situation with regard to the homogenization of other alloying
elements during the slab reheating is presented in Fig. 10. The figure shows that Nb
homogenization is predicted to be clearly faster than that of the other substitutional alloying
elements, which is because Nb is one of the fastest diffusing elements in Fe and Fe alloys
[56].

4- Preliminary Experimental Validation
The aim of this work was to design a steel composition potentially suitable for slurry pipe
applications after thermomechanical processing and induction heat treatment. Future work
will be aimed at in-depth studies of the effects of thermomechanical processing and
induction heat treatment on the microstructure, hardness, strength, ductility and toughness
of the designed composition. The results will be used to select processing parameters for
the production of microstructures for slurry pot testing [57]. To enable this experimental
programme, laboratory casts of the designed composition have been made as described
below.
Since the design was partly based on predictive software, it is also of interest to assess the
validity and accuracy of the predictions using the cast material. As is clear from above, the
main issues have been concerned with 1) the use of JMatPro software to select alloy
element contents giving a certain hardenability and martensite hardness, and 2) the use of
IDS and Thermo-Calc software to select an appropriate Nb content taking into account the
effects of microsegregation and diffusion during casting. In this section, some results
concerning the accuracy of the software predictions are presented. The suitability of the
steel composition to the intended processing and its performance with respect to slurry
erosion properties will be the subject of future work.
As there is relatively little experience with the use of Nb in medium-carbon steels, it was
decided to examine the effect of Nb by making casts according to the bulk composition in
Table 2, but both with and without the Nb addition. The casts were produced using a
vacuum-induction melting (VIM) furnace to ensure very low impurity levels. Liquid metal was
9

cast into a closed-bottom cast iron mould with internal dimensions: 51x310x600 mm. To
check the hardness and hardenability, induction hardening of a hot-rolled sample has been
simulated using a Gleeble 3800 thermomechanical simulator with two different cooling rates
of 10 and 45 °C/s and an austenitization temperature of 950 °C.
In order to reveal microstructural features, standard metallographic techniques including
sectioning, grinding, polishing, and etching were applied followed by laser scanning confocal
and scanning electron microscopy. A 2% nital solution was used to reveal the microstructure
and deep etching in a saturated aqueous picric acid solution with a few drops of detergent
and hydrochloric acid was utilized to reveal the dendritic structure. Microsegregation was
characterised by analysing elemental distributions with the aid of an electron microprobe
equipped with a wavelength dispersive spectrometer (WDS) and an energy dispersive Xray spectrometer (EDS). (JXA-8200 Superprobe). Moreover, a field emission scanning
electron microscope (Zeiss Sigma FESEM) equipped with electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) was employed to investigate the features of the parent austenite and the final grain
structures.

4-1- Secondary dendrite arm spacing
As the secondary dendritic arm spacing should be considered carefully when carrying out
computer modelling of solidification, the dendritic structure of the center-line of the casting
was studied using laser scanning confocal microscopy. Numerous measurements revealed
that the average secondary dendritic arm spacing was indeed around 100 μm, as shown by
the example given in Fig. 11(a). This is what was predicted by IDS for the used cooling rate
of 1 °C/s. A dendritic structure is characterised by the primary and secondary dendrite arm
spacings and the orientations of the dendrites that result in the formation of grain boundaries
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 11(b).

4-2- Grain Size
The main purpose of the Nb addition is grain refinement during hot rolling due to the increase
of the non-recrystallization temperature and restriction of grain growth during the
austenitization owing to the pinning effects of NbC precipitates. The IDS simulations
revealed that Nb should also refine the solidified grain size by restricting grain growth during
cooling of the casting, see Fig. 12. The precipitation of NbC in the casting after solidification
is the main reason for such a decrease in the as-cast grain size as the grain size and grain
growth are mainly affected by the solidification cooling rate and also the pinning effect of
precipitates [58].
High resolution EBSD was used to measure and quantify the grain size of the parent
austenite and final martensitic – bainitic microstructure present in the as-cast material, see
Fig. 13. The figure shows that the addition of 0.012 wt.% Nb to the composition refined the
average effective grain size of the cast martensitic – bainitic microstructure by 35 % which
resulted a higher hardness level. (Here effective grain size means the equivalent circle
diameter of grains enclosed by grain boundaries with a misorientation of 15° or more).
10

In order to reveal the parent austenite grain structure, the EBSD data was subjected to a
reconstruction technique that employed Matlab supplemented with the MTEX texture and
crystallography analysis toolbox [59]. Briefly, grain maps were initially assembled from the
data sets with a grain boundary tolerance of 3 degrees. Subsequently, the parent austenite
orientation map was reconstructed from this data with a two-step reconstruction algorithm.
In the first step, the orientation relationship between austenite and martensite was
determined from intergranular misorientations following the procedure proposed by
Nyyssönen et al. [60]. In the second step, the grain map was divided into discrete clusters
using the Markov clustering method [60] proposed by Gomes and Kestens [61]. The parent
austenite orientation was then calculated for each cluster separately, resulting in a
reconstructed orientation map. The average misorientation between the reconstructed
orientation for each cluster and the best fit for each individual grain was approximately 2
degrees, indicating a good fit for the reconstructed result. The full details for the
reconstructed procedure are available in Reference [62].
It should be noted that since the as-cast austenite grain diameters were really large, it was

not possible to image whole grains in the FESEM even using the lowest possible
magnification giving sufficiently confident indexing of the EBSD data. Therefore, a series of
18 images has been stitched together to obtain the overall images in Fig. 13. According to
the IDS software, an addition of 0.012 wt.% Nb should reduce the prior austenite grain size
only slightly from 1700 µm to 1638 µm. On the basis of the reconstructed austenite grains
shown in Fig. 13 (c and c’), it would appear that the effect of Nb on the austenite grain size
is, however, greater than predicted. It has to be noted that in the grain map with IPF (inverse
pole figure) colouring, the green lines are the grain boundaries with a special misorientation
angle like thermal twin boundaries.
The observed refining effects of the small addition of Nb on the prior austenite grain size
and the effective grain size of the as-cast martensitic-bainitic microstructure are expected to
be beneficial in slab handling and reheating prior to hot rolling. The finer grain sizes can be
expected to translate into improved toughness of the slabs. Differential thermal expansion
stresses can cause cracking during the reheating of high-strength slab material. Since the
occurrence of such cracking can have serious financial consequences for the steel
producer, the use of a microaddition of Nb is expected to be valuable from this point of view,
too.
In order to study the role that Nb will have during slab reheating prior to hot rolling, some
as-cast specimens were quenched in water after reheating to 1200 oC for 3 h. The
reconstructed reheated austenite grain structure is presented in Fig. 14. It is clear that the
sample containing Nb has a finer grain structure.
4-3-Cooling rates and related hardness
As one of the objectives of this work was the attainment of a given hardenability, it was
important to compare measured and predicted hardness and microstructures as a function
of cooling rate. To do this, hot rolled samples of the Nb-microalloyed composition were
austenitized at 950 oC and then quenched with two different cooling rates. The prior
austenite grain size after this heat treatment was 20 𝜇𝑚 as presented in Fig. 15(d). The
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results agreed well with the predicted outcomes, which were also based on an austenite
grain size of 20 𝜇𝑚, i.e. ASTM 8. The contents of chromium and molybdenum were
optimised to avoid the formation of ferrite and bainite under cooling rates of 10 and 45 oC/s,
respectively. In agreement with the calculations, the microstructure of the sample quenched
at 10 oC/s did not contain any ferrite, as shown in Fig. 15(b). It comprised a mixture of bainite
and martensite with bulk hardness of 519±5 HV compared with the predicted value of 509
HV. In the same way, a fully martensitic microstructure was produced after cooling at 45
oC/s, as presented in Fig. 15(c). In this case the measured hardness was 628±2 HV, which
is very close to the predicted 626 HV, Fig. 15(a).

4-4- Microsegregation
The microsegregation of Nb in the sample containing 0.012 wt.% Nb was studied using
EPMA step scanning at the center of the casting and near the chilled zone, see Fig. 16. The
step length was 10 𝜇𝑚 and the number of steps per line was 100 making each line 1000 𝜇𝑚
long, which thereby crossed several dendrites. The positions of the scanned lines could not
be specifically positioned relative to the dendritic structure, so the highest concentration
peaks need not have been encountered as frequently as the secondary dendrite arm
spacing. Looking at the EPMA results in Fig. 16, apart from the two highest peaks, peak
concentrations are generally approximately 0.03 wt.%, which is close to that predicted by
the IDS software (see results for 0.012 wt.% Nb in Fig. 8). However, it is apparent that there
are places in the centre of the ingot with very high concentrations of Nb that even exceed
0.1 wt.%. These are probably associated with larger regions of macrosegregation that are
less affected by back diffusion during the cooling of the ingot.

5- Conclusions
Metallurgical principles assisted by computational thermodynamics and kinetics have been
used to design the chemical composition of a novel steel for wear resistant applications such
as slurry transportation pipelines. Commercial software packages for the thermodynamics
and kinetics of phase transformations and diffusion, namely Thermo-Calc® and JMatPro®,
have been combined with the interdendritic segregation tool IDS to optimize the contents of
chromium, molybdenum and niobium in a medium-carbon low-manganese steel
composition. The optimization procedure resulted in the following bulk chemical composition
(in wt. %): 0.40 C, 0.20 Si, 0.25 Mn, 0.90 Cr, 0.50 Mo, 0.012 Nb. The major conclusions are
the following:
1- The applied composition design methodology and experimental results demonstrate
how desired properties in a new steel composition can be reached using
combinations of different thermo-kinetic computational software packages.
2- Confirmation experiments verified the accuracy of input variables like dendrite arm
spacing and austenite grain size, and confirmed the reliability of the computational
calculations. Heat treated samples showed that the suggested optimum composition
met the predicted hardness and hardenability properties. In the case of an austenite
grain size of ASTM 8, the composition was fully hardened with the cooling rate of 45
°C/s as predicted. A final bulk hardness of 628±2 HV was achieved where the
predicted value was 626 HV.
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3- Regarding Nb microsegregation profiles, the predictions of the interdendritic
solidification tool IDS were in close agreement with measurements on as-cast
material. However, the IDS predictions underestimated the refining effect of Nb on
the as-cast austenite grain size.
4- In addition to its effect on prior austenite grain size, the microaddition of Nb refined
the effective grain size of the as-cast bainitic – martensitic microstructure, which is
expected to have beneficial consequences regarding the susceptibility of cast slabs
to brittle fracture during reheating prior to hot rolling.
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Table 1. JMatPro predictions for different compositions (Cr and Mo contents shown in Fig. 2).

Alloy No.

Ms
°C

CR(Fn)
°C/s

CR(Bn)
°C/s

tFn
s

TFn
°C

tBn
s

TBn
°C

Martensite
Hardness
(HV10)

1

362.2

200

100

2.46

610

1.85

515

630.77

2

357.5

70

70

4.40

610

2.40

520

630.78

3

352.9

63

15

11.66

620

2.96

510

630.79

4

358.9

80

95

3.77

610

1.92

510

635.92

5

354.4

35

71

7.88

610

2.55

510

633.85

6

349.9

10

52

22.9

620

3.23

510

631.78

7

345.5

2.5

45

77.74

630

3.97

510

629.29

8

351.5

25

45

9.74

600

2.70

500

640.75

9

347.0

7

35

31.34

610

3.50

500

636.74

10

342.7

2

25

106.97

620

4.35

500

632.66

Ms: Start temperature of martensite transformation (oC).
CR(Fn): Cooling rate for crossing the Ferrite nose.
CR(Bn): Cooling rate for crossing the Bainite nose.
tFn: Time to the Ferritic nose at TFn (s).

TFn: Temperature of the Ferritic nose (oC).
tBn: Time to the Bainitic nose at TBn (s).
TBn: Temperature of the Bainitic nose (oC).

Table 2. Considered bulk composition and predicted interdendritic composition (wt.%).

C

Si

Mn

Cr

Mo

Nb

Fe

Considered bulk composition

0.40

0.20

0.25

0.90

0.50

0.012

Bal.

Predicted interdendritic
composition

0.40

0.23

0.32

1.12

0.76

0.026

Bal.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1. Flow chart showing the methodology applied in the composition design.

Figure 2. Alloy compositions considered in JMatPro CCT simulations.
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Figure 3. The predicted martensite hardness (HV) for different combinations of molybdenum and chromium
contents. Other alloying elements: 0.4 C, 0.25 Mn, 0.2 Si, 0.012 Nb.

Figure 4. Effect of Cr and Mo content on the critical cooling rates in oC/s to avoid bainite (solid line) and ferrite
(dashed line) together with the relative cost of alloying on a mass basis assuming molybdenum is ten times more
expensive than chromium (contour plot). The chosen composition is marked at 0.9 % Cr and 0.5% Mo. Other
alloying elements: 0.4 C, 0.25 Mn, 0.2 Si, and 0.012 Nb.
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Figure 5. Solid fraction vs temperature curves for the composition 0.4 C, 0.2 Si, 0.25 Mn, 0.9 Cr, 0.5 Mo and 0.016 Nb
wt.% as predicted by Thermo-Calc and IDS assuming a cooling rate of 1 oC/s and a secondary dendrite arm spacing of
100 µm.

Figure 6. IDS calculations of Nb concentration in the liquid phase during solidification for different overall Nb
contents.
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Figure 7. Nb concentration in the austenite formed from the interdendritic melt during solidification as a
function of temperature, and, after the end of solidification, the concentration of Nb in the austenite in the last
solid to form, i.e. in the interdendritic spaces, as a function of temperature. (Solidification to ferrite occurring
above 1475 °C is not shown). Cooling rate 1 °C/s. Alloy contents other than Nb as given in Table 2(first row).

Figure 8. Phase diagram showing Nb solubility for the interdendritic austenite composition (0.4 C, 0.23 Si, 0.32
Mn, 1.12 Cr, 0.76 Mo, 0.004N wt.%).
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Figure 9. Nb concentration profile during the slab reheating for different holding time at 1200 oC.

Figure 10. Predicted concentration profiles after slab reheating for various holding times at 1200 oC. (a) Cr, (b)
Mo, (c) Mn and (d) Si.
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Figure 11. The dendritic structure of designed steel. a) Example of secondary dendrite arm spacing measurement,
b) schematic illustration of dendrite growth.

Figure 12. The as-cast prior austenite grain diameter predicted using the IDS software as function of Nb
concentration for the composition 0.4 C, 0.23 Si, 0.32 Mn, 1.12 Cr, 0.76 Mo, 0.004N wt.% (cooling rate 1 oC/s
below 1600 oC).
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Figure 13. EBSD and austenite grain structure reconstruction results for an area exactly at the same position in
the middle of each casting. (a, b, and c) chosen composition without Nb, (a’, b’, c’) chosen composition containing
Nb. (a and a’) EBSD crystal orientation map merged with the image quality map. (b and b’) grain size distribution
histograms of as-cast bainitic ferrite microstructure, (c and c’) reconstructed as-cast prior austenite grains.

Figure 14. Prior austenite grain size after reheating at 1200 oC for 3hrs and water quenching, a) without Nb and b)
with Nb.
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Figure 15. a) CCT diagrams calculated for the final chemical composition with Nb: 0.4 C, 0.25 Mn, 0.2 Si, 0.012 Nb,
0.90 Cr, 0.50 Mo wt.%. (Austenitization temperature of 950 oC and average grain size 20 𝜇m) containing predicted
phase volume percentage for each cooling rate and bulk HV10 hardness values, b) microstructure of sample
quenched under cooling rate of 45 oC/s, c) microstructure of sample quenched under cooling rate of 10 oC/s), and
d) the reconstructed prior austenite grain structure after induction hardening treatment. The predicted and
experimental bulk hardness for the samples are given at the bottom of CCT diagram.

Figure 16. Nb concentration profile measured using EPMA for the sample selected from a) center-line of cast part,
and b) near the mould surface (chill zone).
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